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Tribbles Coordinates Mitosis and Morphogenesis
in Drosophila by Regulating
String/CDC25 Proteolysis
cell cycle is that it cannot go backward. This directional-
ity appears at least in part to be imposed by an irrevers-
ible biochemical step, proteolysis of key molecules (re-
viewed in King et al., 1996). Many components of the
cell cycle are subject to rapid and/or regulated degrada-
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tion via the ubiquitin-proteosome pathway. This mayGermany
also ensure that the cycle is sufficiently responsive to
its regulatory cues.
During the development of Drosophila melanogaster,Summary
different modes of cell cycle control are employed (re-
viewed in Edgar and Lehner, 1996 and Lehner and Lane,Morphogenesis and cell differentiation in multicellular
1997). Control of the G2/M transition is prevalent in manyorganisms often require accurate control of cell divi-
stages of embryonic development, which do not havesions. We show that a novel cell cycle regulator, trib-
obvious growth regulation but coincide with elaboratebles, is critical for this control during Drosophila devel-
morphogenetic events (reviewed in Foe et al., 1993). Theopment. During oogenesis, the level of tribbles affects
syncytial blastoderm divisions (1st to 13th) are driventhe number of germ cell divisions as well as oocyte
by maternally contributed proteins and RNAs. Depletiondetermination. The mesoderm anlage enters mitosis
of maternal CDC25 leads to a G2 cell cycle arrest in cycleprematurely in tribbles mutant embryos, leading to
14 (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989). Reinitiation of mitosis isgastrulation defects. We show that Tribbles acts by
controlled by regulated expression of CDC25 (Edgarspecifically inducing degradation of the CDC25 mitotic
and O'Farrell, 1990). There are two cdc25 homologs inactivators String and Twine via the proteosome path-
Drosophila, string and twine (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989;way. By regulating CDC25, Tribbles serves to coordi-
Alphey et al., 1992). They perform overlapping functionsnate entry into mitosis with morphogenesis and cell
in the female germline and early embryo (Edgar andfate determination.
Datar, 1996), but only string is expressed zygotically in
the embryo. string transcription in the embryo is elabo-Introduction
rately controlled in time and space (Edgar and O'Farrell,
1989; Edgar et al., 1994), and accumulation of string isCell divisions must be carefully controlled during the
followed by a complex pattern of mitoses. Given thisdevelopment of multicellular organisms. On one hand,
complicated regulation, it is perhaps surprising that thecell division must be coupled with growth and pat-
embryo can tolerate misregulated string and thus mis-terning, to allow organs and tissues to reach their appro-
regulated mitosis in many tissues (Edgar and O'Farrell,priate size. On the other hand, divisions must be coordi-
1990). One exception is the gastrulating mesoderm an-nated with other morphogenetic processes and with
lage, where ectopic mitoses cause serious problemsdifferentiation. For instance, the dramatic changes a cell
of morphogenesis (Foe et al., 1993). This is probablyundergoes during division might be incompatible with
because cell division and gastrulation movements can-other processes that make heavy use of the cytoskele-
not be executed simultaneously.ton, such as cell movements or shape changes. This
The germline is a special tissue in many ways, includ-is particularly important for morphogenetic movements
ing its cell cycles (reviewed in Spradling, 1993 and Dethat result from coordinated changes in many cells. In
Cuevas et al., 1997). Oogenesis starts with an asymmet-
other cases cell division itself is part of the differentiation
ric division of the germline stem cell. The differentiating
process, allowing the asymmetric segregation of deter-
daughter, the cystoblast, undergoes exactly four syn-
minants. Although the basic machinery for cell cycle chronous divisions with incomplete cytokinesis to give
control is conserved in all eukaryotic cells (Nurse, 1990), rise to 16 cystocytes, connected to each other by cyto-
additional levels of control are therefore required for the plasmic bridges called ring canals. One of the two cells
development of multicellular eukaryotes. with four ring canals eventually becomes an oocyte and
Progress through the cell cycle can be regulated at initiates meiosis, while the remaining 15 cystocytes de-
the G0/G1, G1/S, and G2/M transitions. At each of these velop as nurse cells and start to endoreplicate their DNA.
points the activity of a cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) Thus, differentiation in the cyst can be regarded in part
is required to proceed through the transition (reviewed as choices of specialized cell cycles, meiosis or endo-
in Nigg, 1995). CDK activity is, in turn, dependent upon cycle. There is evidence that cell cycle regulators can
the presence of the appropriate cyclin and activating directly affect these choices. For example a hypomor-
phosphorylation, and the absence of CDK inhibitors and phic mutation in the gene encoding the G1±S Cyclin E
inhibitory phosphorylation. For the G2/M transition, both affects both number of cystocyte divisions and oocyte
mitotic cyclins and a phosphatase of the CDC25 family determination (Lilly and Spradling, 1996). Despite these
are required (reviewed in Pines, 1998). In addition to the clues, it is not known what counts and controls the cysto-
control at transition points, a significant feature of the cyte divisions, what makes one cell become the meiotic
oocyte, and what the connection between them is.
In the course of a gain-of-function screen in the Dro-* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: rorth@
embl-heidelberg.de). sophila germline, we found that overexpression of string
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Figure 1. Phenotypes from GOF Screen
(A±F) Lines isolated in the GOF screen have
an abnormal number of germ cells resulting
from altered number of cystocyte divisions.
Wild-type cysts contain 16 cells (A) and a sin-
gle oocyte with four ring canals (D). Cysts
from nanosGAL4:VP16/EPg35131 (tribbles)
have 32 cells (B) and one oocyte with five
ring canals (E). Many cysts from nanos-
GAL4:VP16/EPg30417 (string) have eight
cells (C) and an oocyte with three ring canals
(F). (G±J) Overexpression of tribbles and
string also affects oocyte determination. (G)
nanosGAL4:VP16, UASp-tribbles can lead to
32-cell egg chambers with two oocytes. (H±J)
nanosGAL4:VP16, UASp-string 8-cell cysts
can have a normal oocyte (H, inset shows a
single section) or an abnormal one (I and J).
The arrows mark the putative oocyte nucleus.
Note the putative oocyte in (I) is not at the
posterior of the egg chamber. Egg chambers
were stained with DAPI (green, A±J) or rhoda-
mine-phalloidin (red, D±J) to label the DNA
and the actin cytoskeleton, respectively. Im-
ages are projections of several confocal sec-
tions. This makes some nuclei appear too
close together although each one actually re-
sides in a separate cell. In most cases, not
all the nuclei of an egg chamber are visible,
either because they are not included in the
sections or because some of them lie above
the others. Stars mark the position of the oo-
cyte. In all cases, anterior is to the left.
and that of a novel gene called tribbles affect cystocytes The eight lines that upon activation gave rise to 8-cell
cell divisions in opposing ways. In addition, mutations cysts were all found to carry EPg inserts located up-
in tribbles cause premature division in the embryonic stream of the string/CDC25 transcription unit. We ob-
mesoderm anlage and gastrulation defects. We show served the same phenotype in transgenic flies overex-
that tribbles causes these effects by promoting degra- pressing the string cDNA using the UASp vector (Rùrth,
dation of String/CDC25 protein via the proteosome path- 1998) and the nanosGAL4:VP16 driver (Van Doren et al.,
way. We propose that Tribbles delays mitosis in the 1998). For both EPg-string and UASp-string, the pheno-
embryo by downregulating String protein, thus allowing type affected about 18% of all egg chambers. We also
gastrulation to be completed before cell division takes found a small percentage of 32-cell cysts. Finding that
place. In this way, tribbles contributes to the coordina- increased expression of a mitotic activator, string/
tion of the cell cycle with other morphogenetic pro- CDC25, decreased the number of cystocyte divisions
cesses. was unexpected (see Discussion).
One of the EPg lines that gave extra divisions with
low frequency contained an insert upstream of the geneResults
grapes/CHK1 (Fogarty et al., 1997; Sibon et al., 1997).
CHK1 is a kinase that, at least in some systems, phos-A Gain-of-Function Screen Identifies Genes
phorylates and inhibits CDC25 (reviewed in Ohi andthat Regulate Cystoblast Division
Gould, 1999). An inhibitory interaction between Grapesin the Ovary
and String/CDC25 is consistent with our observationWe carried out a gain-of-function (GOF) screen for genes
that GOF grapes and GOF string give opposite pheno-that when overexpressed in the germline would affect
types in the ovary. Another line, EPg35131 (tribbles) pro-oogenesis (see Experimental Procedures). In 8500 lines,
duced an extra division with very high frequencywe found 15 lines that affected the number of cystocyte
(.90%). The egg chambers had one oocyte (3111) and,divisions (Figures 1A and 1F). In 7 lines, we observed
apart from their slightly larger than usual size, looked32-cell cysts resulting from one extra division (compare
normal. The 3111 arrangement appeared to be func-Figures 1A and 1B). In 8 lines we observed 8-cell cysts
tional as 40% of embryos from such females hatched.resulting from one less division (Figure 1C). Consistent
The 60% lethality may be due to maternally providedwith the phenotypes being due to effects on cystocyte
tribbles overexpression in the embryo, as discusseddivisions, the number of ring canals in the oocyte was
later.also altered: Oocytes from 32-cell cysts had five ring
Interestingly, oocyte determination was also affectedcanals instead of the normal four (compare Figures 1D
in these lines. Females overexpressing the tribblesand 1E) and oocytes from 8-cell cysts had only three
ring canals (Figure 1F). cDNA using UASp vector and nanosGAL4:VP16 driver
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not know why some cysts have an oocyte and others
do not. It may reflect different levels of string overex-
pression in different cysts, with higher level of expres-
sion resulting in loss of oocyte. The 16-cell cysts were
mostly normal, but 2% of them failed to develop a normal
oocyte.
Analysis of the tribbles Gene
The tribbles cDNA was cloned initially by RT-PCR of the
GAL4-induced transcript (Figures 2A and 2C). Subse-
quently, ESTs corresponding to the same cDNA were
made available through BDGP. Recently, a sequence
identical to these cDNAs was deposited in GenBank
with the name tribbles. tribbles encodes a predicted 483
amino acid protein that shows homology throughout
most of its length to a canine protein called c5fw and
closely related proteins (Wilkin et al., 1996, 1997) (Figure
2B). The function of these mammalian proteins is un-
known. The only notable structural feature of c5fw is its
similarity to two subdomains of protein kinases, a fea-
ture conserved in the Drosophila Tribbles protein. How-
ever, the c5fw protein, as well as Tribbles, lacks key
residues usually required for kinase activity and c5fw
does not appear to be a kinase (Wilkin et al., 1997).
We have identified two additional EP insertions in the
Figure 2. The tribbles Gene and tribbles Loss-of-Function Phe- tribbles locus (Figure 2A). EP3519 was identified in a
notype
separate screen (P. R., K. Szabo, and G. Texido, submit-
(A) The tribbles locus at 77C1-2. tribbles cDNA sequence has Gen- ted; see Discussion). EP1119 is inserted in the 59UTR
Bank accession no. AF204688. The genomic sequence of the region
and is a strong loss-of-function allele of tribbles, produc-has accession no. AE003591. (B) The 483 amino acid Drosophila
ing no detectable tribbles mRNA (Figure 2D). EP1119Tribbles protein and key features. Region of highest homology to
mammalian c5wf is indicated; the similarity extends to the whole homozygous or EP1119 heterozygous with a deletion
protein. (C) tribbles transcript is induced upon GAL4 activation of of the region had low viability (14% of mutant flies can
EP3519. Northern blot of mRNA from embryos carrying GAL4 driver survive to adulthood). The surviving females showed
32B alone (control) or with EP3519, probed wth tribbles cDNA. The frequent (average 20%) 8-cell germline cysts. Half of
black arrow marks endogenous 2.5 kb transcript and the gray arrow-
such cysts had an oocyte, half did not (Figures 2E andhead marks the slightly larger induced transcript. (D) tribbles mRNA
2F). Thus, reduced tribbles activity has an effect oppo-level is severely reduced in the tribbles1119 loss-of-function mutant.
mRNA from females of the indicated genotypes, probed with tribbles site to that of tribbles overexpression. This indicates
cDNA (top), and as a loading control, ribosomal protein 49 (bottom). that tribbles is normally involved in controlling cystocyte
(E and F) tribbles loss-of-function phenotype in the ovary. About divisions and oocyte determination, and does so in a
20% of egg chambers from tribbles1119/Df(3L)rdgC-co2, tribbles1119/ dose-dependent manner. The oogenesis phenotype, as
Df(3L)ri79c, or tribbles1119 homozygotes have only 8 cells, half with
well as the reduced viability, of tribbles1119 was rescued(D), half without (E) an oocyte. Df(3L)rdgC-co2 and Df(3L)ri79c are
by one copy of a transgene containing the tribbles locusdeficiencies that uncover the tribbles locus.
(indicated in Figure 2A).
The control of cystocyte divisions is not well under-
stood. Both germline-specific factors, such as bag-of-had smaller ovaries with a reduced number of egg cham-
marbles (bam) (McKearin and Spradling, 1990; McKearinbers per ovariole. Most cysts exhibited the 3111 pheno-
and Ohlstein, 1995), and general cell cycle factors ap-type, but a few percent of them had 30 nurse cells and
pear to play important roles. Removing one copy of bamtwo oocytes (Figure 1G). Each of the two oocytes con-
can suppress the phenotype of encore mutant females,tained five ring canals, one ring canal was between
which contain 3111 egg chamber (Hawkins et al., 1996).them, and they appeared equal in terms of morphology
However, removing one copy of bam had no effect onand yolk accumulation. Direct insertion of a cDNA in a
the tribbles GOF phenotype. We therefore considered
UAS vector usually gives higher level of GAL4-induced
that tribbles might have a more direct effect on the cell
expression than an EP insertion in the gene. Thus, mod-
cycle and decided to look at other tissues where the
erate overexpression of tribbles induces an extra cysto-
control of cell division is better understood.
cyte division, and higher level expression can in addition
convert an extra cell into an oocyte.
In the case of string GOF, half of the 8-cell cysts had tribbles Overexpression Slows G2 Progression
a normal oocyte, with very condensed DNA and located in Imaginal Disc Cells
at the posterior of the egg chamber (Figure 1H). In the The effect of expressing tribbles in wing imaginal discs
rest the DNA of the putative oocyte showed different was assessed using engrailed-GAL4 to drive expression
degrees of polyploidization (Figures 1I and 1J), and the in the posterior compartment. The anterior compartment
serves as control tissue. As shown in Figure 3A, thecell often failed to reach the posterior (Figure 1I). We do
Cell
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Figure 3. Overexpression of tribbles in Imaginal Disc Cells Causes a G2 Block that Is Overcome by Coexpressing string
(A) Wings from engrailedGAL4 control (top left); engrailedGAL4, UAS-string (bottom left); engrailedGAL4, UAS-tribbles (top right and insert)
and engrailedGAL4, UAS-tribbles, UAS-string (bottom right and insert). Inserts correspond to the A/P boundary, as indicated by the boxes.
(B) Phalloidin staining of engrailedGAL4, UAS-eGFP, UAS-tribbles (top) and engrailedGAL4, UAS-eGFP, UAS-tribbles, UAS-string (bottom).
The image is from the A/P boundary (determined by UAS-eGFP) as indicated. (C) FACS analysis of GFP-positive cells from third instar imaginal
discs of the following genotype: engrailedGAL4/1; UAS-eGFP/UAS-tribbles (black histogram) and engrailedGAL4/1; UAS-eGFP/1 (control,
white histogram). The DNA signal and total counts from the GFP1 cells were normalized relative to the GFP2 cells in both UAS-tribbles and
control samples. (D) Quantification of the ovarian phenotype of egg chambers overexpressing string, tribbles, or both, using the germline
driver nanosGAL4VP16. The graph shows the percentage of germline cysts containing 8, 16, or 32 cells in typical experiments. For co-
overexpression, we show the result with the UASp-string line that gave the most efficient rescue. All UASp-string lines showed some rescue
of the 32-cell phenotype.
resulting wings had a posterior compartment of close conclude that tribbles overexpression slows the G2
phase of wing imaginal disc cells substantially.to normal size and pattern, but apparently made up of
fewer, larger cells (see inset, each hair comes from one
cell). This interpretation was confirmed by looking di- tribbles Opposes string Function
String/CDC25 phosphatase is required for G2/M pro-rectly at the disc, where the cells expressing tribbles,
the posterior cells, were found to be fewer and larger gression in imaginal disc cells. Cells homozygous for a
hypomorphic string mutation can grow but divide verythan control cells (Figure 3B, top panel). This type of
effect is typical of severe cell cycle delays (Neufeld et slowly and thus become very large (Neufeld et al., 1998),
similar to the tribbles overexpression phenotype. Givenal., 1998). Since the effect is confined to one compart-
ment, the wild-type (anterior) cells cannot out-compete that string is a limiting regulator in G2 of imaginal disc
cells, we asked whether increased expression of stringthe tribbles overexpressing cells. To confirm that trib-
bles affected the cell cycle and to determine what phase would affect the tribbles GOF phenotype. Expression of
UAS-string under control of engrailed-GAL4 did not givewas being affected, we performed FACS analysis on
tribbles-expressing cells as described in Neufeld et al., an overt wing phenotype (Figure 3A), in agreement with
previous data (Neufeld et al., 1998). When UAS-string1998. We used engrailed-GAL4 to drive expression and
UAS-eGFP to mark expressing cells. Expression of trib- was coexpressed with UAS-tribbles, the posterior com-
partment reverted to the normal cell number and densitybles resulted in a 4- to 5-fold decrease in the number
of cells. DNA content indicated that almost all of these (bottom panels of Figures 3A and 3B). Thus, overexpres-
sion of string suppresses the effect of tribbles overex-cells were in G2/M (Figure 3C). As DAPI staining of the
affected discs showed extremely few mitotic cells, we pression in imaginal disc cells. In the germline of the
Developmental Control of String/CDC25 Proteolysis
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Figure 4. String Protein Levels Are Reduced
in Cells that Overexpress tribbles
(A) Endogenous String protein. Wing disc
from posterior compartment of engrailed-
GAL4/1; UAS-tribbles/1 third instar larvae
stained with anti-String antibody and anti-
Tribbles antibody. The expression of Tribbles
protein is mosaic. This is a feature of the
GAL4 system, but appears to be accentuated
in the case of tribbles. We assume this is
because cells with no or low expression of
UAS-tribbles have a growth advantage.
These larvae reach late third instar a bit de-
layed, posterior compartment is catching up
and thus has String-positive cells (the cells
without detectable Tribbles). A representa-
tive section is shown to highlight the recipro-
cal expression of Tribbles and String. For
quantitation, 600 cells from the posterior
compartment of 4 discs were analyzed.
(B±D) Tribbles downregulates ectopically ex-
pressed String protein. (B and C) Wing disc
from engrailedGAL4/1; UAS-tribbles/UAS-
string. (D) Wing disc from engrailedGAL4/1;
1/UAS-string. The images are centered on
the A/P boundary as indicated.
ovary, overexpression of string also suppressed the ex- overall level of overexpressed String protein was clearly
reduced by Tribbles (compare P in Figure 4C with P intra cystocyte division phenotype of EPg-tribbles (Figure
3D). The effect was reciprocal, as the percentage of Figure 4D), although not to background levels (compare
A and P in Figure 4C). The simplest interpretation of8-cell cysts was lower than that observed with UASp-
string alone. Thus, despite the apparent differences in these results is that Tribbles directly and posttranscrip-
tionally affects String expression.cell cycle control mechanisms, tribbles opposes or down-
regulates string/CDC25 in both the wing disc and the
germline. Tribbles Promotes String Protein Turnover
in Transfected CellsThe reciprocal suppression of string and tribbles phe-
notypes was seen with genes expressed under control To investigate the interaction between tribbles and
string under more controlled conditions, we turned toof heterologous promoters, suggesting the effect was
posttranscriptional. To see whether overexpression of tissue culture experiments. The CDC25 homologs String
and Twine, and the mitotic Cyclins A and B, were epi-tribbles affected String protein levels, we double-
stained discs with anti-string and anti-tribbles antibod- tope tagged at the N terminus and cloned into the metal-
lothionine expression vector. When cotransfected intoies. As seen in Figure 4A, cells that overexpress tribbles
do not show levels of endogenous String protein detect- Schneider cells, expression of Tribbles severely reduced
the level of HA-String (Figure 5A). This reduction in pro-able above background. String expression in third instar
larval discs is nonuniform due to asynchronous cycling tein level was observed without any change in HA-String
mRNA levels (Figure 5B). Tribbles had a similar effectof the cells (Milan et al., 1996). We verified that String-
expressing cells do not express Tribbles by counting on HA-Twine protein levels, although less severe, but
had no effect on the mitotic Cyclins A and B (Figure 5A).expressing and nonexpressing cells in several discs
(Figure 4A, bottom). The lack of cells coexpressing Given that the promoter, the 59UTR and 39UTRs as well
as the initiator methionine and N-terminal epitope tagString and Tribbles could not be explained by cells being
in the wrong phase of the cell cycle to accumulate String, were identical in the HA constructs, we reasoned that
Tribbles might be acting by increasing String (and Twine)as overexpression of tribbles delays cells in G2 (Figure
3C), the phase of the cell cycle in which String protein protein turnover. To test this hypothesis, we used the
proteosome inhibitor lactacystin. Addition of lactacystinnormally accumulates. Expression of tribbles also af-
fected the level of String protein when both were overex- reversed the effect of Tribbles on HA-String protein (Fig-
ure 5C). This indicates that Tribbles induces degradationpressed by the GAL4/UAS system (Figures 4B±4D). The
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percentage of embryos undergo an extra round of divi-
sion before cellularization, similar to the phenotype ob-
served for embryos with extra copies of string and twine
(Edgar and Datar, 1996). However, the most clear and
penetrant defect was seen in the majority of embryos
of late stage 5 or stage 6. These embryos showed preco-
cious mitosis occurring throughout a broad band in the
ventral region (compare Figures 6A, 6B and 6C, 6D).
Mitosis was either observed in this domain by itself, or
in this domain plus several smaller patches in the head
region. The smaller patches correspond to the normal
mitotic domains 1±3 (the earliest mitotic domains). At
stage 5/6, wild-type cells are arrested in G2 of cycle
14 due to degradation of maternal CDC25 protein and
mRNA. Zygotic reexpression of string spatially and tem-
porally controls cycle 14 mitoses. The broad ventral
band of mitosis seen in stage 5/6 tribbles mutant em-
bryos corresponds to the earliest zygotic expression of
string, in domain 10, the mesoderm anlage (Edgar and
O'Farrell, 1989), (Edgar et al., 1994) (see Figure 7B). In
wild-type embryos, the mesoderm anlage is one of the
few domains in which string mRNA does not temporally
Figure 5. Tribbles Induces String and Twine Protein Turnover predict mitosis. Mitosis normally occurs with some de-
(A and C) Total lysate from transfected Schneider cells. Western lay, after the cells have undergone gastrulation. In trib-
blots were probed with an antibody detecting the HA epitope tag. bles mutant embryos, the early patterns of mitosis ap-
The experiments were repeated at least three times and representa- pear to accurately reflect the pattern of string mRNA
tive results are shown. Cells were induced for 8 hr and where indi-
accumulation.cated, lactacystin was added for the final 6 hr.
It has been assumed that the delay of mitosis in the(B) RNA from transfected cells was analyzed by Northern blot,
mesoderm anlage is required because mitosis wouldprobed with string and tribbles cDNA. Methylene blue staining of
the blot was used to ensure equal loading and transfer. (D) Metabolic interfere with the morphogenetic movement of gastrula-
35S labeling of transfected HA-String in the absence or presence of tion (Foe et al., 1993). We examined the progression of
Tribbles. Cells were labeled for 1 hr, and where indicated chased gastrulation in control and tribbles mutant embryos by
for 1 hr with excess unlabeled methionine.
expression of single-minded (sim), which marks CNS
midline precursors at the transition between mesoderm
and neurectoderm (Nambu et al., 1991). In control em-
of String protein via a proteosome-dependent pathway. bryos, sim-expressing cells become aligned at the mid-
To confirm this, we performed a pulse-chase experiment line (Figures 6E±6H). In contrast, tribbles mutant em-
(Figure 5D). As expected, metabolically labeled HA- bryos showed serious gastrulation defects (Figures
String disappeared more rapidly in the presence of Trib- 6I±6L). None of the mutant embryos showed normal
bles. Mitotic cyclins are also degraded via the proteo- early alignment of sim-expressing cells illustrated by the
some, stimulated by APC (King et al., 1996). As Cyclin control embryo in Figure 6H.
levels are unaffected by Tribbles, we conclude that Trib- As tribbles1119/Deficiency produced no detectable trib-
bles regulates CDC25 protein turnover in a specific man- bles mRNA, tribbles1119 is a null or close to a null mutant.
ner, not just by generally increasing proteosome activity. Nevertheless, the mutation is not completely lethal.
Many (45%) tribbles mutant embryos hatch but look
abnormal and die during larval stages. Overall 14% oftribbles Regulates Entry into Mitosis in the Embryo
tribbles mutant flies survive to adulthood. This may beThe opposing phenotypes of tribbles overexpression
explained by the fact that although the gastrulation de-and loss-of-function mutant in the ovary, as well as the
fects in tribbles embryos were severe, some embryossimilarity between the latter and string GOF indicated
appear to recover after being delayed or deformed whenthat tribbles does downregulate CDC25 in vivo. To es-
normal gastrulation should take place. Finally, this istablish the importance of this regulation, we decided to
consistent with observations by Edgar and O'Farrell,investigate the loss-of-function phenotype of tribbles in
who found that inducing a synchronous 14th mitosis bymore detail. The fact that tribbles1119 homozygotes show
driving string with a heat shock promoter was lethal topoor viability which can be rescued by the tribbles
only 60% of the embryos (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1990).transgene, suggests that tribbles plays an important
role during development. Control of CDC25 activity is
particularly important at the transition between mater- tribbles Promotes String Protein Turnover
in the Embryonally and zygotically controlled cell cycles in the embryo.
To ask whether Tribbles might regulate String at these The phenotype of premature ventral mitosis and the
resulting gastrulation phenotype were primarily due tocritical stages, we analyzed patterns of mitosis in trib-
bles mutant embryos. lack of zygotic tribbles expression. We conclude this
because the phenotype was rescued by crossing trib-tribbles mutant embryos from tribbles1119/Deficiency
mothers had distorted patterns of mitosis. A very small bles1119/Deficiency females to wild-type males but not
Developmental Control of String/CDC25 Proteolysis
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Figure 6. Precocious Mitosis in tribbles Mu-
tant Embryos
For all embryos, anterior is to the left, and
dorsal at the top. (A±D) Embryos were stained
with antibodies against tubulin (green) and
with DAPI (in red, showing DNA). (A and B)
Control (w1118) embryo at stage 5. Cellulariza-
tion is complete, and no mitoses are ob-
served. (B) shows the ventral region of the
embryo in (A) at higher magnification. (C and
D) tribbles1119/Deficiency embryo at stage 5.
Cells in the ventral region, marked with
square brackets, are dividing. (D) shows mi-
totic spindles from the ventral region of the
embryo in (C). (E±H) Control (w1118) and (I±L)
tribbles mutant (tribbles1119/Deficiency) em-
bryos in situ hybridized with single-minded
(sim) probe to visualize gastrulation. (F), (H),
(J), and (L) are ventral views of the same em-
bryos as in (E), (G), (I), and (K), respectively.
Black arrows in (G) and (H) mark the invagi-
nated mesoderm and furrow. Blue arrows in
(I) and (K) mark the dorsal folds that illustrate
the developmental progression in tribbles
mutants although gastrulation of the meso-
derm is delayed (I and J) or defective (K and L).
to tribbles1119/tribbles1119 males. In addition, we observed If the phenotypic effects of zygotic tribbles were
strictly due to upregulation of zygotic string, then remov-the phenotypes at the expected frequency in embryos
from tribbles1119/TM3 stocks. Consistent with a zygotic ing string should rescue the tribbles phenotype. This
prediction was tested by analyzing gastrulation of em-function, tribbles is expressed in stage 5 embryos (Fig-
ure 7A). Tribbles mRNA is expressed in the germline bryos that were mutant for both string and tribbles. Dou-
ble-mutant embryos did not show the tribbles pheno-and provided maternally (data not shown). During cellu-
larization this ubiquitous maternal mRNA disappears type (data not shown). This confirms genetically that the
role of tribbles is to negatively regulate string.and zygotic expression is observed in the ventral region
as shown. The expression domain includes the pre- To determine whether endogenous tribbles acted by
affecting CDC25/String turnover as proposed, we ana-sumptive mesoderm but extends beyond it both anteri-
orly and posteriorly. Older embryos show very little ex- lyzed String mRNA and protein accumulation in tribbles
mutant embryos. While string mRNA appeared to accu-pression of tribbles. The implications of the tribbles
expression pattern are addressed in the discussion. mulate normally (Figure 7B), tribbles mutant embryos
Cell
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Figure 7. Ventrally Expressed tribbles Inhib-
its String Protein Accumulation
(A and B) Control (w1118) and tribbles mutant
(tribbles1119/Deficiency) embryos in situ hy-
bridized with tribbles (A) and string (B)
probes. The tribbles mutant embryos have
both maternal and zygotic contribution re-
moved. For all embryos, anterior is to the left,
and dorsal at the top. (C) Increased level of
String protein in tribbles mutant embryos.
Western blot analysis of embryos from con-
trol (w1118) and tribbles mutant (tribbles1119/
Deficiency) embryos, derived from parents of
the same genotype. Embryos were staged
by timed collections. Parallel collections that
were used for immunostaining (Figure 6)
showed the expected stages in each time
window. Relative String level is estimated as
the amount of String signal on the blot relative
to a-tubulin, normalized to the 2±3 hr (exp.
#1) or 2±4 hr (exp. #2) control sample. The
numbers represent the average of two inde-
pendent blots with different relative loadings
of wild-type and mutant samples. For experi-
ment 2, the difference between tribbles and
control samples was verified using a dilution
series.
showed a moderate, but reproducible, increase in String tribbles Coordinates Cell Division with Gastrulation
string/CDC25 is rate limiting and regulates G2 to M pro-protein level at 2±4 hr of development (Figure 7C). string
mRNA and high level of tribbles mRNA coincide primarily gression in the three postblastoderm divisions of the
embryo (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1990). In the postblasto-in the ventral region in late stage 5 embryos. As Western
blots average the effect over the total String protein in derm embryo, string transcript accumulates in a com-
plex spatiotemporal pattern that prefigures the subse-the embryo, it is probable that the magnitude of the
effect is higher in the presumptive mesodermal cells. quent mitotic domains in every case except one. The
exception is the mesoderm anlage, which later corre-This suggests that the main role of Tribbles is to delay
accumulation of zygotic String protein. This view is sup- sponds to mitotic domain 10. string mRNA accumulates
very early in this domain, but entry into mitosis is delayedported by the observation that removing string sup-
presses the zygotic requirement for tribbles. until after gastrulation (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989; Edgar
et al., 1994). Although the complicated pattern of entryTribbles did not appear to be required for the mater-
nally controlled turnover of the bulk of String protein into mitosis is not absolutely essential for development
(Edgar and O'Farrell, 1990), there are some exceptions.following cycle 10, although there may be a small in-
crease in early String levels in mutant embryos. Unfor- In particular precocious mitosis is deleterious in the
mesoderm anlage during gastrulation (Foe et al., 1993;tunately, we have no CDC25/Twine antibody. As we
occasionally observed an additional division before cel- this report). In tribbles mutant embryos, we see prema-
ture mitosis in the mesoderm anlage, indicating that thelularization in tribbles mutant embryos, it is therefore
possible that tribbles also plays a minor role in turnover delay between string expression and mitosis has been
lost. We have provided evidence that Tribbles preventsof maternal CDC25.
accumulation of String until gastrulation is complete,
and that it does so by promoting degradation of StringDiscussion
protein. This mechanism ensures that cell division and
gastrulation, both of which require extensive cytoskele-We have identified and characterized a novel regulator
of developmentally controlled cell cycles, called trib- tal rearrangements, do not take place simultaneously.
If string expression is already regulated at the tran-bles. Tribbles specifically regulates String/CDC25 pro-
tein turnover, and thereby plays a key role in coordi- scriptional level, why is this additional control required?
string transcriptional control ªpiggybacksº on the cellnating mitosis and morphogenesis in the Drosophila
embryo. tribbles and string also regulate cystocyte divi- fate patterning genes and events. In the mesoderm an-
lage, string transcription is regulated by the mesodermsions and oocyte determination in the germline, empha-
sizing the importance of general cell cycle regulators in determining factors twist, snail, and other genes (Edgar
et al., 1994). As these factors are already active beforethese specialized processes.
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gastrulation, another mechanism is needed to ensure how it is acting biochemically. The only notable struc-
tural feature of Tribbles is the similarity to kinase subdo-that mitosis is delayed. We have shown that tribbles is
also transcriptionally upregulated in the ventral region, mains VIII and IX, which may prove to be important.
Tribbles can be localized both in the nucleus and theincluding the mesoderm anlage where it is required to
downregulate String. tribbles may be under direct tran- cytoplasm, and preliminary results suggest that this lo-
calization may be cell cycle dependent (P. R., unpub-scriptional control of twist and snail or their upstream
regulators. Using the same transcription factors to lished). It is possible that Tribbles is part of a ubiquitin
E3 complex for CDC25. E3 complexes are defined byupregulate string and tribbles provides a simple mecha-
nism to delay mitosis in this critical region. This mecha- their activity, to stimulate transfer of ubiquitin from spe-
cific ubiquitin-charged E2 complexes to substrates, andnism is sufficient to explain the mitotic delay in the meso-
derm anlage. can be unrelated in sequence. In a separate study, we
have identified another protein that appears to be spe-It is also possible that Tribbles acts as part of a mor-
phological checkpoint. In budding yeast, perturbations cifically targeted for degradation by Tribbles, namely
Drosophila C/EBP or Slbo (P. R., K. Szabo, and G. Tex-of the actin cytoskeleton activate a checkpoint that de-
lays mitosis by inhibiting the cyclin-dependent kinase ido, submitted). Perhaps uncovering the connection be-
tween C/EBP transcription factors and CDC25 will shedCDC28 (Lew and Reed, 1995; McMillan et al., 1998). A
similar checkpoint could be activated in the Drosophila further light on the molecular activity of Tribbles.
embryo by the cytoskeletal rearrangements that take
place during gastrulation. The tribbles expression do- Cell Cycle Control during Oogenesis
main extends beyond the domain in which the cell shape The four germline cystoblast divisions produce an asym-
changes occur. This excludes the possibility that trib- metric cyst, with one oocyte and 15 nurse cells. The
bles transcription depends on cell shape change per se. mechanisms that limit the cystocyte division to four and
Our results do not rule out a morphogenetic checkpoint. determine the choice of cell cycle are not understood
However, if one exists, our data show that it depends (reviewed in Pepling et al., 1999). We have shown that
on Tribbles activity, since there is no delay of mitosis misregulation of tribbles and string can affect both cys-
in gastrulating cells in tribbles mutant embryos. tocyte division and oocyte differentiation. This is consis-
tent with previous data showing that these processes
are intimately linked. The subcellular structure called
Tribbles Regulates String Turnover Specifically the fusome is important for both aspects of cyst devel-
Regulation of cell cycle effectors by proteolysis is a well- opment. Mutations in genes that encode components of
established theme (King et al., 1996). We have shown the fusome, such as hts/adducin and a-spectrin, disrupt
that Tribbles promotes the specific degradation of the the fusome and affect the total number of cystocyte
CDC25 homologs String and Twine by the proteosome, divisions as well as the synchrony of divisions (Yue and
but does not affect the mitotic Cyclins A and B. This is Spradling, 1992; Lin et al., 1994; de Cuevas et al., 1996).
consistent with in vivo evidence in the Drosophila ovary. In addition, hts and a-spectrin mutations affect oocyte
Mutants in the Drosophila homolog of an E2 ubiquitin± determination. The mitotic Cyclin A is localized to the
conjugating enzyme, UbcD1, show an ovary phenotype fusome in a cell cycle±dependent manner, providing a
and genetic interactions that are consistent with regula- possible link between fusome function and the cell cycle
tion of Cyclin A and B turnover (Lilly et al., 2000). How- (Lilly et al., 2000). In addition, there is evidence for a
ever, the effect of UbcD1 mutations on cystocyte divi- more direct coupling of the cell cycle and oocyte deter-
sions is opposite to that of tribbles, supporting the idea mination. Hypomorphic mutants in Cyclin E result in 30%
that degradation of CDC25 and mitotic cyclins are sepa- cysts with only 8 cells (7 nurse cells and one oocyte), and
rately regulated. 30% of the 16 cell cysts had more than one oocyte
There are examples of regulated turnover of CDC25 in nucleus (germinal vesicle) (Lilly and Spradling, 1996).
different organisms. There is evidence from mammalian Finally, mutations in the encore gene can produce 32-
systems that CDC25 is targeted for degradation upon cell cysts (with one oocyte) or 16-cell cysts that lack an
passage through mitosis, perhaps due to phosphoryla- oocyte (Hawkins et al., 1996).
tion by mitotic Cyclin/CDKs (Baldin et al., 1997). In Dro- What are the targets of Tribbles in the germline? Over-
sophila, String protein is very labile in embryonic G1 expression of string and mutations in tribbles have simi-
cells, and does not accumulate despite ectopic expres- lar phenotypes, and simultaneous overexpression of
sion of the mRNA (Edgar and Datar, 1996). In S. pombe, string and tribbles suppress each other's phenotypes.
CDC25 is degraded at the end of mitosis (Ducommun These data, together with our tissue culture results, sug-
et al., 1990; Moreno et al., 1990). Pub1, a ubiquitin ligase gest that String is downregulated by Tribbles in the
involved in the ubiquitination and degradation of CDC25, germline. Twine is also a likely target, as it is present in
is required for proper CDC25 turnover (Nefsky and the germline and Tribbles can promote its degradation.
Beach, 1996). These cases are examples of cell cycle String and Twine appear to perform largely redundant
regulation of CDC25. In contrast, the regulation of String functions in cystocyte divisions and in early blastoderm
by Tribbles in the embryo is under developmental con- divisions (Alphey et al., 1992), (Edgar and Datar, 1996).
trol, and is part of a system that can downregulate String Thus, the phenotypes we see may be due to an effect
in G2. No obvious homologs of tribbles are found in on String, on Twine or on both of these CDC25 proteins.
yeasts, so it is likely that the mechanism of regulation The fact that overexpression of String in the germline
involving tribbles is specific to higher eukaryotes. decreases the number of cystocyte divisions is unex-
pected. Overexpression of other positive regulators ofThe sequence of the Tribbles protein does not suggest
Cell
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upstream of the string gene by PCR, using primers specific for themitosis (Cyclin A and Cyclin B) has the opposite effect
EP element and the string gene. EP3519 and EP1119 are from a(Lilly et al., 2000). One possibility is that the effect of
previous EP collection (Rùrth et al., 1998). UAS-string was obtainedoverexpression of String or mutations in Tribbles is
from Bruce Edgar; tribbles deficiency stocks, Df(3L)rdgC-co2 and
caused by reducing the length of the G2 phase of the Df(3L)ri79c, and the bam mutant stock from Bloomington and UmeaÊ
cell cycle. For instance, divisions could be counted by stock centers. Transgenic lines were made by standard P element
transformation technique.producing a positive regulator during the G2 phase of
the first cycle, the supply of which would be exhausted
after four cycles. Shortening G2 would result in less Molecular Techniques
regulator being accumulated and thus one division less, For the EPg vector, pCasper4 was first modified to reduce the 39 P
end to 175 bp using oligos 59-CGTGCACTGAATTTAAGTGTAwhile elongating G2 by Tribbles-induced downregula-
TACTTCGG-39 and 59-GGGAAGCTTATGAGTTAATTCAAACCCCtion of String/Twine would have the opposite effect.
ACG-39 and cloning back into pCasper4 as a Hind3-Hind3 fragment.However, there are many possible explanations. Under-
A fragment containing GAL4 binding sites and P transposase pro-
standing the role of specific regulators such as Tribbles moter was cloned as Asp718 (blunted-ended by Klenow enzyme)±
and CDC25 in the germline will require a careful descrip- Not1 from UASp (Rùrth, 1998) into Stu1±Not1 of the modified
tion of the cystocyte cell cycles. It will be necessary to pCasper4.
tribbles cDNA was cloned by RT-PCR on mRNA from embryosknow at which transitions these cell cycles are regu-
carrying 3519 and GAL4 driver 32B, using 39 primer 59-GAGClated, and which molecules are rate limiting.
GGCCGC-(T)x15-G/A/C-39 and nested 59 primers 59-GAGTTAATTCThe effects of string overexpression or tribbles muta-
AAACCCCACGGACATGC-39, and 59-CTCTAGACAAGCATACGT
tions on oocyte differentiation could also be explained TAAGTGGATGTC-39. The cDNA used in this study corresponds to
by a shortened G2 phase. The fusome, which is required that entered in GenBank with accession number AF204688. Subse-
for oocyte formation, appears to undergo distinct mor- quently ESTs were identified by BDGP which are identical to the
cloned cDNA, but have the endogenous 59 end.phological changes during each phase of the cell cycle
For the expression of HA-tagged forms of Twine, String, Cyclin(de Cuevas and Spradling, 1998). It is possible that a
A, and Cyclin B, the complete ORF of each gene was amplified bycompletely functional fusome cannot be assembled in
PCR using primers containing AscI and SalI sites (for the 59 and 39
a shortened G2 period, leading to impaired oocyte de- primer, respectively). The PCR fragments were used to replace Nle
velopment. It is also possible that the levels of CDC25 in the Mt-HA-Nle vector (Royet et al., 1998). The resulting fusion
proteins have a more direct effect on the decision to proteins retain the HA-tag and first 17 amino acids from Notchless.
For expression in flies, full-length cDNAs were cloned into pUASTbecome oocyte (meiotic cycle) or nurse cell (endocycle).
(Brand and Perrimon, 1993) or UASp (Rùrth, 1998). string cDNA wasThe formation of a second oocyte upon increased ex-
a gift from A. Kumagai, and cyclin A and B cDNAs were a gift frompression of tribbles suggests a more direct effect of
C. Lehner, twine cDNA was from BDGP (LD19391).
Tribbles and CDC25 on oocyte determination. Hypomor- Transfections of Schneider cells was done by using lipofectin
phic mutations in cyclin E give rise to a second (or third) (GIBCO-BRL). The following day, the metallothionine promoter was
cell having some, but not all, oocyte features. This cell induced by CuSO4 for 8 hr. Lactacystin (Calbiochem) was added
after 2 hr to a final concentration of 20 mM. For metabolic labeling,has a typical oocyte nucleus, but does not accumulate
transfected cells were induced for 5 hr, washed and incubated inactin or yolk (Lilly and Spradling, 1996). In contrast, the
methionine-free medium with 200 mCu [35S]methionine (Amersham)two oocytes seen in tribbles GOF are equivalent and
for 1 hr. The 1 hr chase was in complete medium. HA-string was
appear to have all oocyte characteristics. This may re- immunoprecpitated by mouse anti-HA.11 (BabCO), analyzed by
flect that the latter egg chambers have a total of 32 cells SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.
and thus can ªsupportº two oocytes. It may also reflect
a more fundamental difference in the process leading Antibodies and Histology
to an extra oocyte. Anti-tribbles antibody was made as polyclonal antibody in mice.
In conclusion, correct timing of mitosis is critical at Full-length Tribbles ORF was cloned into pGEX4t (Pharmacia) vector
and expressed in DH5a cells. GST:Tribbles fusion protein was puri-different times during development, for example when
fied from inclusion bodies and used for immunization. The antibodyrapid and coordinated cell shape changes occur during
recognized overexpressed Tribbles protein in vivo, but endogenousgastrulation. We propose that an extra level of cell cycle
protein was not detected above background.
control has been imposed to ensure proper timing. This Ovaries were dissected in Grace's medium, fixed and stained
control is the regulation of CDC25/String protein turn- with DAPI and rhodamine phalloidin (Molecular Probes) following
over by tribbles. standard protocols. Disc antibody staining was done by standard
procedures. Embryos were dechorionated, devitelinized in hep-
tane:methanol (1:1), and fixed in 100% methanol 48C overnight
Experimental Procedures stained with anti-a-tubulin DM 1A (SIGMA) and DAPI. All secondary
antibodies were from Jackson Immunoresearch labs. Anti-string
Germline GOF Screen and Fly Stocks antibody was a kind gift from Bruce Edgar. All stainings were viewed
For the germline gain-of-function (GOF) screen, we used an EP on a Leica confocal microscope equipped with ArKr and UV lasers.
vector, EPg, modified to work in the female germline (see below). In situ hybridization using DIG-UTP (Roche) labeled RNA probes
8500 independent EPg insertions were generated using a jump- was done according to standard protocols, without proteinase K
starter line with an EPg insert on a CyO chromosome (EPg4±38). treatment of the embryos.
The EPg lines were crossed to a germline-specific driver, nanos- Western blots were probed with mouse anti-HA.11 (BabCO), HRP-
GAL4:VP16 (Van Doren et al., 1998; Rùrth, 1998) and appropriate labeled secondary antibodies (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs), then
progeny were analyzed by dissecting ovaries, staining with DAPI visualized by ECL (Amersham) and quantified by NIH image analysis
and phalloidin (to reveal DNA and the actin cytoskeleton, respec- of films (shortest useful exposure).
tively) and visual inspection.
In most cases, the position of EPg insertions was determined by
plasmid rescue and sequencing of flanking sequences. Two lethal FACS Analysis
FACS analysis of imaginal wing disc was done essentially as de-insertions were assigned to the string gene by their failure to comple-
ment a mutation in string. Two other insertions were found to be scribed in Neufeld et al., 1998.
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